
Abstract—Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is a critical threat to the Internet, and botnets are usually the engines behind

them. Sophisticated botmasters attempt to disable detectors by mimicking the traffic patterns of flash crowds. This poses a critical

challenge to those who defend against DDoS attacks. In our deep study of the size and organization of current botnets, we found that

the current attack flows are usually more similar to each other compared to the flows of flash crowds. Based on this, we proposed a

discrimination algorithm using the flow correlation coefficient as a similarity metric among suspicious flows. We formulated the

problem, and presented theoretical proofs for the feasibility of the proposed discrimination method in theory. Our extensive

experiments confirmed the theoretical analysis and demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method in practice.

Index Terms—DDoS attacks, flash crowds, similarity, discrimination.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN this paper, we present a novel flow similarity-based
approach to discriminate DDoS attacks from flash

crowds, which remains an open problem to date. Distrib-
uted Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks pose a critical threat
to the Internet. A recent survey [1] of the 70 largest Internet
operators in the world demonstrated that DDoS attacks
have increased dramatically in recent years. Moreover,
individual attacks are becoming stronger and more sophis-
ticated. Motivated by huge financial rewards, such as
renting out their botnets for attacks or collecting sensitive
information for malicious purposes, hackers are encouraged
to organize botnets to commit these crimes [2]. Further-
more, in order to sustain their botnets, botmasters take
advantage of various antiforensic techniques to disguise
their traces, such as code obfuscation, memory encryption
[3], fresh code pushing for resurrection [4], peer-to-peer
implementation technology [5], [6], [7], or flash crowd
mimicking [8], [9]. Flash crowds are unexpected, but
legitimate, dramatic surges of access to a server, such as
breaking news. One powerful strategy for attackers is to
simulate the traffic patterns of flash crowds to fly under the
radar. This is referred to as a flash crowd attack.

The work of discriminating DDoS attacks from flash
crowds has been explored for around a decade. Previous
work [8], [10], [11] focused on extracting DDoS attack
features, and was followed by detecting and filtering DDoS
attack packets by the known features. However, these
methods cannot actively detect DDoS attacks. The current
most popular defence against flash crowd attacks is the use

of graphical puzzles to differentiate between humans and
bots [12]. This method involves human responses and can be
annoying to users. Xie and Yu tried to differentiate DDoS
attacks from flash crowds at the application layer based on
user browsing dynamics [13], [14]. Oikonomou and Mirkovic
tried to differentiate the two by modeling human behavior
[15]. These behavior-based discriminating methods work
well at the application layer. However, we have not seen any
detection method at the network layer, which can extend our
defence diameter far from the potential victim.

There are a number of reports on the size and
organization of botnets [5], [7], [16], [17]. Bots are caught
by honeypots and analyzed thoroughly via inverse en-
gineering techniques. Botnet infiltrations are further im-
plemented to collect first-hand information about their
activities [2], [18], and Wang et al. have even implemented a
peer-to-peer-based botnet for research purposes [19].

We note the following facts concerning the current
botnets after our thorough study:

1. The attack tools are prebuilt programs, which are
usually the same for one botnet. A botmaster issues a
command to all bots in his botnet to start one attack
session. This can be evidenced from the literature of
botnet [2], [4], [5], [17].

2. The attack flows that we observe at the victim end
are an aggregation of many original attack flows,
and the aggregated attack flows share a similar
standard deviation as an original attack flow, and
the flow standard deviation is usually smaller than
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that of genuine flash crowd flows. The reason for
this phenomenon is that the number of live bots of a
current botnet is far less than the number of
concurrent legitimate users of a flash crowd. Rajab
et al. recently reported that the live bots of a botnet is
at the hundreds or a few thousands level for a given
time point [20]. However, we observed that the
number of concurrent users of the flash crowds of
World Cup 98 is at the hundreds of thousands level
(see the online supporting material, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at
http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.
2011.262, for details) [21]. Therefore, in order to
launch a flash crowd attack, a botmaster has to force
his live bots to generate many more attack packets,
e.g., web page requests, than that of a legitimate
user. As a result, the aggregated attack flow
possesses a small standard deviation compared with
that of a flash crowd, which results in the phenom-
enon we see in Fig. 1.

Based on this observation, we found that the similarity
among the current DDoS attack flows is higher than that of
a flash crowd. Therefore, we propose a flash crowd attack
detection method using the flow correlation coefficient. We
aim to protect potential victims (e.g., web servers, mail
servers) from flash crowd attacks within a community
network. A community or ISP network often operates with
the same Internet service provider domain or the virtual
network of different entities which are all cooperating with
one another. The community network benefits the defence
of DDoS attacks in a wider range and in a cooperative way.
This is hard to achieve in the realm of the Internet, where
anarchy is the underlying principle. We first established a
model for DDoS attack detection in a community network
where the potential victim is situated. We then theoretically
proved that attack flows can be discriminated from flash
crowds under current botnet sizes and organization. Our
experiments confirmed our theoretical conclusions.

The comparison among the proposed method and the
previous ones can be found in the online supporting material.

This paper makes the following contributions:

. We found a new feature of flow similarity to defeat
flash crowd attacks under current botnet size and

organization. It is the first work in this field to the
best of our knowledge. Within the relevant litera-
ture, flash crowd attacks continue to be a challenge.
Our work sheds light on a new perspective in
addressing this problem at the network layer.

. The proposed algorithm works independently of
specific DDoS flooding attack genres. Therefore, it is
effective against unknown forthcoming flooding
attacks.

. The proposed correlation coefficient-based method
is delay proof. This property is very effective against
explicit random delay insertion among attack flows.

. We verified our observations with real data sets of
flash crowds and real attack tool experiments in
various scenarios. We conclude that it can effectively
beat flash crowd attacks.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the
definitions and problem setting are presented in Section 2.
The detection algorithm is proposed in Section 3. We
analyze the proposed discrimination method in Section 4.
Performance evaluations are conducted in Section 5. We
discuss the possible antidetection methods in Section 6.
Finally, we summarize the paper and present future work
in Section 7.

2 DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEM SETTING

In this section, we begin by presenting a number of

preliminary definitions, and then discuss the setting of the

discrimination problem.
For simplicity, we use the terms flow and network flow

interchangeably in this paper.

Definition 1 (Network Flow). For a given router in a local

network (e.g., a community network), we cluster the network

packets that share the same destination address as one

network flow.

A sample community network with flows can be found

in Fig. 2. In the sample community network, R2 and R3 are

the edge routers, and the server is the potential victim that

we try to protect. There are two incoming flows, Xi and Xj

observed at R3 and R2, respectively. They merge at router

R1 and both are addressed to the potential victim, and enter

the community network via different paths. We sample the

number of packets for a given network flow with a given

time interval. Therefore, a network flow can be represented

by a data sequence Xi½n�, where iði � 1Þ is the index of

network flows, and n denotes the nth element in a data

Fig. 1. The difference between an aggregated attack traffic and a flash
crowd traffic under the current botnet size and organization.

Fig. 2. A sample community network with network flows.
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sequence. For example, if the length of a given network flow
Xi is N , then the network flow can be expressed as follows:

Xi ¼ fxi½1�; xi½2�; . . . ; xi½N �g; ð1Þ

where xi½k�ð1 � k � NÞ represents the number of packets
that we counted in the kth time interval for the network
flow. According to our definition of flow, a router may have
many network flows at any given point in time.

Definition 2 (Flow Strength). For a network flow Xi, let the
length of the network flow be NðN � 1Þ. We define the
expectation of the flow as the flow strength of Xi.

E½Xi� ¼
1

N

XN
n¼1

xi½n�: ð2Þ

Flow strength represents the average packet rate of a
network flow. If Xi is a DDoS attack flow, then we also call
E½Xi� attack strength.

Definition 3 (Flow Fingerprint). For a given network flow Xi

with length N , its fingerprint X
0

i is the unified representation
of Xi, namely,

X
0

i ¼ fx0i½1�; x0i½2�; . . . ; x0i½N�g

¼ xi½1�
N � E½Xi�

;
xi½2�

N � E½Xi�
; . . . ;

xi½N �
N � E½Xi�

� �
:

ð3Þ

Following this definition, we know
PN

k¼1 x
0
i½k� ¼ 1.

Based on Definitions 2 and 3, we obtain the following
relationship between a network flow and its fingerprint

Xi ¼ N � E½Xi� �X0i: ð4Þ

As previously discussed, the current botnets, such as SDbot,
Rbot and Spybot, employ the same program to generate
attack packets. Furthermore, in order to achieve the
purpose of denial of service, each bot has to generate as
many attack packets as they can, usually with a very short
delay (1 or 5 milliseconds) between two attack packets. This
indicates that flow fingerprint does exist in attack flows for
a given botnet.

Let Xi and Xj ði 6¼ jÞ be two network flows with the
same length N , then the correlation between the two flows
is defined as

rXi;Xj
¼ 1

N

XN
n¼1

xi½n�xj½n�: ð5Þ

The correlation is used to describe the similarity of different
flows. However, in some cases, it may indicate zero
correlation although the two flows are completely corre-
lated but with a phase difference. Therefore, the definition
is modified to be practical as follows:

rXi;Xj
½k� ¼ 1

N

XN
n¼1

xi½n�xj½nþ k�; ð6Þ

where kðk ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; N � 1Þ is the position shift of flowXj.
However, there might still be a magnitude difference for

the same similarity in different scenarios, therefore, uni-
fication is necessary.

Definition 4 (Flow Correlation Coefficient). Let Xi and

Xj ði 6¼ jÞ be two network flows with the same length N . We

define the correlation coefficient of the two flows as

�Xi;Xj
½k� ¼

rXi;Xj
½k�

1
N

PN�1
n¼1 x

2
i ½n�

PN�1
n¼1 x

2
j ½n�

h i1=2
: ð7Þ

The flow correlation coefficient is used to indicate similarity

between two flows. It is sometimes the case that two similar

flows may have a phase difference which will decrease the

correlation coefficient. Fortunately, this is easy to deal with

because we can shift one flow to match the other according

to (6), and take the maximum value of the correlation

coefficients to represent the similarity of two flows.

3 SIMILARITY-BASED DETECTION METHOD

In this section, we present the similarity-based detection

method against flash crowd attacks.
For a given community network, we set up an overlay

network on the routers that we have control over. We
execute software on every router to count the number of
packets for every flow and record this information for a
short term at every router. Under this framework, the
requirement of storage space is very limited and an online
decision can be achieved.

A real community network may be much more complex

with more routers and servers than the example network in

Fig. 1. However, for a given server, we can always treat the

related community network as a tree, which is rooted at the

server. We must point out that the topology of the community

network has no impact on our detection strategy, whether it is

a graph or a tree, because our detection method is based on

flows rather than network topology.
Once an access surge on the server occurs, our task is to

identify whether it is a genuine flash crowd or a DDoS

attack. According to our proposal, when a possible DDoS

attack alarm goes off, the routers in the community

network start to sample the suspected flows by counting

the number of packets for a given time interval, for

example, 100 milliseconds. When the length of a flow, N , is

suitable, we start to calculate the flow correlation coeffi-

cient between suspected flows.
Suppose we have sampled M network flows, X1, X2; . . . ,

XM , therefore, we can obtain the flow correlation coefficient

of any two network flows, Xið1 � i �MÞ and Xjð1 � j �
M; i 6¼ jÞ. Let IXi;Xj

be an indicator for the similarity of flow

Xi and Xj, and IXi;Xj
has only two possible values: 1 for

DDoS attacks and 0 otherwise. Let � be the threshold for the

discrimination, then we have

IXi;Xj
¼ 1; �Xi;Xj

½k� � �;
0; otherwise;

�
ð8Þ

where 1 � i; j �M, and i 6¼ j .
In general, we may have more than two suspected flows

in a community network. This means we can conduct a

number of different pairwise comparisons, and the final

decision can be derived from them in order to improve the
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reliability of our decision. We can, therefore, have an
integrated DDoS attack positive probability as follows:

PrðIA ¼ 1Þ ¼
P

1�i;j�M;i 6¼j IXi;Xj

M
2

� � ; ð9Þ

where IA is the indicator for DDoS attacks, and IA ¼ 1
represents positive for DDoS attacks. We can set a threshold
�
0 ð0 � �0 � 1Þ for our global judgement, therefore, we make

our final decision with global information as follows:

IA ¼ 1; PrðIA ¼ 1Þ � �0 ;
0; PrðIA ¼ 1Þ < �

0
:

�
ð10Þ

The value of �
0

has an impact on our detection accuracy.
For example, if �

0 ¼ 0:6, then it is a DDoS attack if at least
60 percent of the comparisons are positive.

The detail of the detection algorithm can be found in the
online supporting material.

4 ANALYSIS ON THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we first prove that flash crowds and DDoS
attacks can be differentiated using the flow correlation
coefficient in theory. Following this foundation, we analyze
the effectiveness of the proposed discrimination method,
and prove that the threshold � in (8) does exist.

In order to make our analysis clear, we make the
following assumptions:

1. There is only one server in a community network
which is under attack or experiencing a flash crowd
at any given time.

2. The attack packets enter the community network via
a minimum of two different edge routers.

3. In one attack session, all the attack packets are
generated by only one botnet, therefore the finger-
prints of the attack flows are the same.

4. The network delays are discrete and countable.

Based on our knowledge of current botnets, the above
assumptions are applicable in practice. However, attackers
may disable our detection method by circumventing some
conditions (e.g., the size of live bots) once our strategy is
known to them. We will discuss this further in Section 6.

Theorem 1. Let Xi and Xjði 6¼ jÞ be two traffic flows that share
the same distribution, and the standard deviation � is a
random variable, the correlation coefficient of the two flows is
inversely proportional to �, namely, �Xi;Xj

/ 1
� .

The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in the online
supporting material.

Based on Theorem 1, it is certain that we can differentiate
DDoS attack flows from flash crowds as the standard
deviation between these two phenomenons are different.

We now investigate the flow correlation coefficient of
any two independent network flows, such as flash crowd
flows. Previous research has demonstrated that web traffic
follows the Pareto law [22], [23], hence, the Pareto
distribution represents the flow fingerprint of flash crowds.
The definition of the distribution is as follows.

Let X be a random variable, and xm be the minimum
time interval for arrival packets. For a given time interval x,

the probability density function of the Pareto distribution is
defined as

Pr½X ¼ x� ¼ � � x�m � x�ð�þ1Þ; ð11Þ

where xm � x, and � is the Pareto index.

Theorem 2. Given two same length instances, Xi and Xjði 6¼ jÞ,
of a flash crowd that are generated by the same function and
same parameters, limN!1 �Xi;Xj

½k� ¼ 0.

The proof of Theorem 2 can be found in the online
supporting material.

Theorem 2 shows that for any two independent flash
crowds flows with length N , the flow correlation coefficient
approaches 0 when N goes infinity.

We can easily obtain the following corollary by extend-
ing Theorem 2.

Corollary 1. For two independent flash crowds Xi and Xj with
the same length N , 8�ð� < 1Þ, 9N 0, when N > N 0, we have
�Xi;Xj

½k� < �.

We now move to explore the flow correlation coefficient
among DDoS attack flows. Let us first find the expression of
a DDoS attack flow, Xi, which we obtained at an edge
router. Suppose the observed attack flow is a mixture of
attack flows that came from K different bots, and let X

0
0 be

the fingerprint of the attack flows. Based on the aforemen-
tioned discussion, the fingerprint of different attack flows in
one attack session is the same, except that there are delays
in different attack flows. Let X

0
0½j� represent the fingerprint

that is delayed by j time units. As a result, the observed
attack flow can be denoted as follows:

Xi ¼
XK
j¼0

N � E½Xi� �X
0

0½j�

¼
Xk0
j¼0

aj �X
0

0½j�;
ð12Þ

where ajð1 � j � k
0 � KÞ represents the magnitude of the

attack flows that possess the same delay j at the edge
router.

Theorem 3. Let X00 be the fingerprint of attack flows for one
attack session. Under the condition of no network delay and no
background noise, for two mixed attack flows Xi and
Xjði 6¼ jÞ that we observed at two edge routers, the correlation
coefficient of Xi and Xj is 1, namely, �Xi;Xj

½k� ¼ 1.

The proof of Theorem 3 can be found in the online
supporting material.

Theorem 3 demonstrates that in the ideal conditions of a
delay and noise free environment, any two DDoS attack
flows from one botnet are totally correlated because they
are a combination of attack flows from different bots with
different network routes.

In reality, however, delay and noise do exist and bots in a
centralized botnet are coordinated by their botmaster. This
means the delays among the attack flows from different
bots depend on normal Internet delays, and therefore are
limited compared to fast Internet transportation facilities.
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As a result, the delay free condition can be satisfied to some
degree. On the other hand, noise in attack flows are the
legitimate packets that are also addressed to the victim at
the same time when a DDoS attack is ongoing. However,
the strength of noise is much smaller compared with that of
DDoS attack flows.

Following Theorem 3, we further have the following
corollary.

Corollary 2. Let Yi and Yj be the noises for two DDoS attack
flows Xi and Xj of one attack session, 8�ð� < 1Þ, 9�;
�Xi;Xj

½k� � � holds when E½Xi�
E½Yi� > � and

E½Xj�
E½Yj� > �.

The proof of Corollary 2 can be found in the online
supporting material.

Corollary 2 indicates that the correlation coefficient of
DDoS attack flows approaches 1 if the Signal-Noise-Ratio
(SNR), E½Xi�

E½Yi� , is sufficiently large. It is true that E½Xi� � E½Yi�
and E½Xj� � E½Yj� for the DDoS attack cases, therefore, the
correlation coefficient of attack flows is close to 1 in an
ongoing DDoS attack scenario.

Theorem 4. DDoS attack flow can be discriminated from flash
crowds by the flow correlation coefficient at edge routers under
two conditions: the length of the sampled flow is sufficiently
large, and the DDoS attack strength is sufficiently strong.

The proof of Theorem 4 can be found in the online
supporting material.

It is necessary that we obtain an upper bound, �, of the
flow correlation coefficient for flash crowds for a given flow
length. In the case that the flow correlation coefficient is
greater than �, we assume them to be DDoS attack flows.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed detection method. We investigate the issue with a
real data set first, followed by more general studies in order
to achieve general results.

We used the 1998 FIFA World CUP data set [21] as a
representative of flash crowds, which was collected at the
official web server as one flow. The World Cup data set is a
highly reliable flash crowd as DDoS attacks emerged in the

year 2000. It has also been widely used for recent high-
quality publications, such as [13], [14].

The flash crowd phenomenon can be found in the online
supporting material.

We employed Mstream [24], a real DDoS attack tool, to
generate the DDoS attack data set in an isolated network.
For each data set, we counted the number of packets which
were addressed to either the server of flash crowds or the
victim of DDoS attacks.

We first examined two flash crowds of two knockout
games in the World Cup 98 data set, Romania versus
Croatia (RC in short) and Argentina versus England (AE in
short). These two games were separated by 2 hours with
both causing flash crowds. We took two segments from
each game around the peak of the flash crowds with each
segment lasting 1,000 seconds. We compared the flow
correlation coefficient for two flows in various ways: two
flash crowds for the same game—RC1 versus RC2 and AE1
versus AE2; two flash crowds from different games, RC1
versus AE2. The results are shown in Fig. 3. However, the
data sets that we investigated were only two instances of
many possible flash crowds. In order to have a general
understanding of the variation of flow correlation coeffi-
cient against length of flows, we performed simulations in
general cases: we examined the subject with two Gaussian
flows, two Pareto flows, one Gaussian flow, and one Pareto
flow with different parameters, respectively. The reason
that we chose these two distributions for the simulation is
that the Pareto distribution has been identified by research-
ers as the best one to represent network traffic. The
Gaussian distribution is a general distribution in nature,
and combinations of Gaussian distributions with different
parameters can approximate other distributions. The results
of the simulations are shown in Fig. 4. We also found that
the flow correlation coefficient of two flows from the same
distribution law (e.g., two Pareto flows with different
parameters) is usually higher than that of two flows from
different distribution laws (e.g., one from the Pareto
distribution and another one from the Gaussian distribu-
tion). This indicates that the flow correlation coefficient
decreases if the attack flows come from different botnets.
From Figs. 3 and 4, we found that in general the flow
correlation coefficient decreases when the length of flows

Fig. 3. The flow correlation coefficient against length of flows in the
World CUP 98 data set.

Fig. 4. The flow correlation coefficient against length of flows in general
cases.
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increases, which confirms the results of Theorem 2. The real
data experiments and the general simulations also indicated
that the correlation coefficient of two flash crowds is less
than 0.3 when the length of two flash crowds is greater or
equal to 500. In other words, we can use � ¼ 0:3 as the
upper bound in practice for two flash crowds when the
length is 500 or greater.

We now turn our attention to examining the flow
correlation coefficient of DDoS attack flows. We setup two
groups of DDoS attack machines using Mstream [24] as an
attack tool in an isolated network, and collected two attack
flows from the victim. We counted the number of packets in
attack flows for every 100 milliseconds and collected
600 samples for each flow. In other words, our experiments
lasted 60 seconds, and we explicitly controlled the delays
between the two attack flows from 1 up to 10 percent (0.6 to
6 seconds). Furthermore, we also examined the impact on
the flow correction coefficient of the two attack flows from
background noise traffic. We used signal-noise-ratio to
represent the ratio of attack flow strength and noise flow
strength. In this experiment, the SNR is set as1 (no noise),
10, 5, and 2, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

From Fig. 5, we can confirm the conclusion of Theorem 2.
The flow correlation coefficient is 1 if there is no noise and
no delay between two attack flows. Background traffic noise
contributes to the decrease of the flow correlation coeffi-
cient. According to [25], the strength of DDoS flooding
attacks is usually more than 10 times the strength of normal
legitimate flows (the noise in our experiment), meaning the
condition of SNR � 10 is usually met for DDoS flooding
attacks. Fig. 5 indicates that even when SNR � 10, the drop
of the correlation coefficient is very limited (less than 0.05)
compared to noise free cases.

We have to point out that although Fig. 5 shows that the
flow correlation coefficient drops significantly against
delay, it is not a problem for the proposed discrimination
method. This is because we can shift one attack flow to
calculate the flow correlation coefficient which is an
advantage of the proposed method.

Another issue of DDoS attacks is the merging of the
original attack flows on their way to the victims. We know
that two original DDoS attack flows from one attack session
share the same fingerprint, and they are 100 percent

correlated if there is no noise. However, the attack flows
that we observe at an edge router may be a mixture of a
number of original attack flows with different delays. In this
case, the correlation coefficient of these mixed flows will
drop. In order to investigate this, we explicitly sampled 60
different attack flows with 1 time unit delay occurring one
after the other. Therefore, the flow with the maximum delay
was sampled 6 seconds later as the attack had been
launched. We measured the variation of the flow correlation
coefficient against the number of merged attack flows. We
examined the subject under different conditions of back-
ground network traffic (noise) as we did in the previous
experiment. We injected background traffic into every
merged flow with different SNR, respectively. The results
are shown in Fig. 6. This indicates that mergence of attack
flows has a limited impact on the flow correlation
coefficient even when there is strong noise. For example,
the flow correlation coefficient is greater than 0.86 even
when there is a converging of up to 60 different delayed
flows with SNR ¼ 2. Combining our experiments and the
analysis in the previous section, we are able to make the
following conclusions: DDoS attacks can be discriminated
from genuine flash crowds using the proposed flow
similarity-based algorithm under the current botnet size
and organization.

6 DISCUSSION ON ANTIDETECTIONS

As we know, detection and antidetection is an endless battle
between defenders and attackers. Our discrimination
method is effective under the current conditions of botnet
size and organization. Hackers may make efforts to
circumvent our similarity-based detection. We discuss them
here for readers to carry on further research in this field.

First of all, if attackers are able to organize a super
botnet, in which the number of live bots is the same or close
to the number of concurrent users of a flash crowd, then,
one bot can mimic the legitimate behavior of one user. As a
result, the phenomenon that we saw in Fig. 1 does not exist
any more, and the similarity among attack flows should be
the same or very close to that of flash crowd flows.

We have to note that it is still an open problem for both
attackers and defenders: Can botnet owners organize this
kind of super botnet or not? There are many factors that

Fig. 5. The flow correlation coefficient of attack flows against back-
ground noise and delays.

Fig. 6. The flow correlation coefficient of attack flows against a number
of merged attacks and background noise.
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limit the number of live bots of a botnet, such as time zone,
antivirus software, operating system patching.

Second, in order to disguise their flow fingerprints, bot
writers may include many attack packet generation func-
tions in their binary, and make each bot randomly choose
one function to generate the attack packets. As we have seen
in Fig. 5, flow similarity drops among different distribution
flows compared with that of the same distribution flows.
However, this impact is limited compared with that from
the number of live bots.

Moreover, we believe there must be some differences
between a mimicking attack and a genuine flash crowd.
What we need to do is to discover them and deploy them to
defeat mimicking attacks.

7 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we tried to discriminate flash crowd attacks
from genuine flash crowds, which is a tough and open
problem for researchers. We found that DDoS attack flows
possess higher similarity compared with that of flash crowd
flows under the current conditions of botnet size and
organization. We used the flow correlation coefficient as a
metric to measure the similarity among suspicious flows to
differentiate DDoS attacks from genuine flash crowds. We
theoretically proved the feasibility of the proposed detec-
tion method, and our experiments confirmed the effective-
ness of the discrimination method within the current botnet
size and organization. We also discussed the possible
antidetection methods from the attackers’ perspective.

In regards to future work, we are very interested in
working on the following issues. First of all, we are keen to
investigate the possibility of organizing a super botnet,
which has a sufficiently large number of live bots to beat the
proposed method. Second, the tradeoff between detection
accuracy and cost deserves a further investigation. Third,
once our detection strategy is known to attackers, they may
develop new strategies to disable our detection. It is
necessary to explore which actions should we take against
attackers’ actions.
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